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SIBER SYSTEMS MAKES ONLINE SEARCHES FASTER, EASIER
WITH NEW ROBOFORM® SEARCHCARDS
Innovative RoboForm Addition Eliminates Steps for Common Searches, Speeds Tasks Such as
Language/Currency Translation; Users can Also Create and Share Custom SearchCards
FAIRFAX, VA (January 8, 2007) — Google, Yahoo!, PriceGrabber and other Web search
engines may have helped tame the incredible amount of information available on the World
Wide Web. But that doesn’t mean that searches, currency conversions and other common
information queries can’t be made more efficient—and RoboForm®, the award-winning
password management utility now downloaded over twelve million times, has found the way.
Siber Systems, Inc. today announced the addition of SearchCards, an automated search and
information retrieval feature, to RoboForm. More than just a product enhancement, SearchCards
turn multi-step requests into a one-step process, shaving time off the day for people to frequently
use the Web.
“Most people don’t notice how many steps are involved in a common online search,” said Vadim
Maslov, CEO of Siber Systems. “Researching inside trades of a particular stock or translating a
sentence from French to English is a tedious process. At the very least, getting the information
involves: one, going to the data entry page; two, entering the data into a form; and three, clicking
the submit button. These multiple steps are time consuming, which is why we’ve created
SearchCards. Now there’s a solution that automates these actions for you, eliminating routine
and boring click-and-fill work.”
Instant Choices
While RoboForm users have long had search capability as part of the RoboForm toolbar
appearing in their Web browser, the addition of SearchCards makes RoboForm the only tool that
can radically simplify complex searches. To use SearchCards, the user simply types in a desired
search word or phrase; a dropdown menu will automatically appear, showing the SearchCards
the person has pre-loaded. By clicking on the preferred SearchCard, the user is instantly
transported to the appropriate search tool and the search is automatically executed.
Users of RoboForm 6.7.6 or higher can download SearchCards for scores of common
information-related tasks from www.SearchCardPlace.com. Choices range from language
translators to maps, financial information to domain searches, news to weather. The site also
lists SearchCards according to categories including Most Popular and Featured, along with ten
others such as Shopping, Blogs/RSS and Reference. Clicking a particular SearchCard from the
list instantly places it into the user’s individual RoboForm search box, ready to use.
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Custom SearchCards
RoboForm users can also easily create their own individualized SearchCards by walking through
a multi-step information query once. Once a custom SearchCard is created by the user, it can be
uploaded if desired to SearchCardPlace.com, giving others a chance to benefit from the user’s
work.
“SearchCards are a prime example of the collaboration people are embracing in the ‘new’
Internet,” said Bill Carey, Siber Systems VP of Marketing. “By sharing SearchCards, people
leverage both the power of RoboForm and the power of the Internet to increase their own
productivity.”
RoboForm with SearchCards is available in both free and Pro versions. For more information
about RoboForm, its diverse lineup of productivity and convenience features, and the new
SearchCards search automation tool, visit www.roboform.com.

About Siber Systems:
Founded in 1995, Siber Systems creates and markets a wide range of software to both
professional programmers and the general public. The company’s three best-known products
are RoboForm, RoboForm2Go, and GoodSync. RoboForm, a unique password and identity
organizer for PCs and mobile devices, has over two million active users worldwide and is
available in both consumer and enterprise versions. RoboForm2Go is a portable version of
RoboForm that runs directly from USB flash drives combining convenient and secure password
management with complete portability. GoodSync is a powerful, yet easy-to-use file backup and
synchronization software. The firm also licenses various data parsing, compilation, and
transformation products to major technology companies. Headquartered in Fairfax, Virginia,
Siber Systems is privately held.
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